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Menzies’ Causal Functionalism 

A causal relation is an intrinsic relation between cause 
and effect.

Platitudinous folk theory of the causal relation - specifies 
a functional role that the causal relation occupies:

• The causal relation is a relation between wholly distinct events. 

• It is intrinsic to the event-pairs that instantiate it.  

• It is typically associated with a probabilistic version of 
counterfactual dependence 

Stipulate that the causal relation is the relation, if there is 
one, that does in fact occupy this role.

Menzies, P. (1996). Probabilistic Causation and the Pre-emption Problem. Mind, 105, 85–117.



Lewis on Biff

The void is deadly. If you were cast into a void, it would 
cause you to die in just a few minutes. It would suck the 
air from your lungs. It would boil your blood. It would 
drain the warmth from your body. And it would inflate 
enclosures in your body until they burst.

…It is deadly not because it exerts forces and supplies 
energy, but because it doesn’t. 

“Void and Object” in N. Hall, L. Paul, & J. Collins, Causation and 
Counterfactuals (p. 277). Cambridge: MIT Press, 2004.



Lewis on Biff

A theory built around Menzies’s three ‘‘crucial platitudes’’ 
specifies a functional role for a relation: an intrinsic 
relation between distinct events that is typically, but 
perhaps not invariably, associated with a probabilistic 
version of counterfactual dependence. Biff is defined to be 
the occupant of this functional role, if such there be. 

“Void and Object” in N. Hall, L. Paul, & J. Collins, Causation and 
Counterfactuals (p. 284). Cambridge: MIT Press, 2004.



Lewis on Biff
Beginning with biff, we can define several varieties of causation.  

(1) Event c directly causes event e iff c stands to e in the relation 
that occupies the biff-role. For short: if c bifs e. 

(2) The absence of any event of kind C directly causes event e iff, 
had there been an event c of kind C, c would or might have biffed 
some event d incompatible with event e. 

(3) Event c directly causes the absence of any event of kind E iff c 
biffs some event d incompatible with any event of kind E. 

(4) The absence of any event of kind C directly causes the absence 
of any event of kind E iff, had there been an event c of kind C, c 
would or might have biffed some event e of kind E. 

(p. 284-5).



Lewis on Biff

What is causation? As a matter of analytic necessity, across all 
possible worlds, what is the unified necessary and sufficient 
condition for causation?—It is somehow a matter of 
counterfactual dependence of events (or absences) on other 
events (or absences). 

What is causation? As a matter of contingent fact, what is the 
feature of this world, and of other possible worlds sufficiently like 
it, on which the truth values of causal ascriptions supervene?—It is 
biff: the pattern of relatedness of events to one another by the 
relation that is the actual occupant of the biff-role. Biff is literally 
the basic kind of causation, in this world anyway: the basis on 
which other varieties of causation supervene. 

(p. 287).



Menzies Example 5: Multiple Omissions

A healthy plant requires regular watering during sweltering 
hot weather.  A gardener whose job it is to water the plant 
fails to do so and the plant dies. But for the gardener’s 
omission, the plant would not have died. On the other hand, 
if anyone else had watered the plant, it would not have died. 
But it seems to absurd to say that the omission of everyone 
else to water the plant was a cause of its death.

“Difference-making in Context.” in N. Hall, L. Paul, & J. Collins, 
Causation and Counterfactuals (pp. 139–180). Cambridge: MIT 
Press, 2004.



John Stuart Mill, A System of Logic

• Total cause (philosophically/scientifically speaking): The 
set of conditions which will always be followed by 
(sufficient for) the effect.

• “A cause” – part of the total cause (Eating a particular 
plate causes death)

• Require causes are necessary parts: “All the conditions 
were equally indispensable to the production of the 
consequent” #3

John Stuart Mill, A System of Logic: Ratiocinative and Inductive, (London, Longmans, 
Green & Co, 1872) bk III ch V



John Stuart Mill, Absence Causation

•“For every event there exists some combination of objects or events, some given 
concurrence of circumstances, positive and negative, the occurrence of which is 
always followed by that phenomenon.” #2

•“The army was surprised because the sentinel was off his post”  #3
•“His being off his post was no producing cause, but the mere absence of a preventing 
cause: it was simply equivalent to his non-existence.”

•“From nothing, from a mere negation, no consequences can proceed.” #3
•“The negative conditions, however, of any phenomenon, a special enumeration of 
which would generally be very prolix, may be all summed up under one head, namely, 
the absence of preventing or counteracting causes”. 

•“The convenience of this mode of expression is mainly grounded on the fact, that the 
effects of any cause in counteracting another cause may in most cases be, with strict 
scientific exactness, regarded as a mere extension of its own proper and separate 
effects.” #3

•“If an alkaline solution mixed with an acid prevents it from reddening vegetable blues, 
it is because the specific effect of the alkali is to combine with the acid, and form a 
compound with totally different qualities.”#3

•hence “dispense with the consideration of negative conditions entirely” #3



John Stuart Mill: Causes vs Conditions

•Not: causes vs conditions, ‘the cause’. Mill: no scientific 
grounds to select one condition over the others

•It’s true that we do, but that’s context, interest dependent 
(“superficially the most conspicuous” #3, “happy to be 
insisting on in a moment”#3, “according to the purpose of 
our immediate discourse” #3)

•No basis in fact



The multiplicity of causes and the complexity of causal histories are 
obscured when we speak, as we sometimes do, of the cause of something. 
That suggests that there is only one.... If someone says that the bald tyre was 
the cause of the crash, another says that the driver’s drunkenness was the 
cause, and still another says that the cause was the bad upbringing that made 
him reckless, I do not think that any of them disagree with me when I say 
that the causal history includes all three. They disagree only about which part 
of the causal history is most salient for the purposes of some particular 
enquiry. They may be looking for the most remarkable part, the most 
remediable or blameworthy part, the least obvious of the discoverable 
parts. . . . Some parts will be salient in some contexts, others in others. Some 
will not be salient in any likely context, but they belong to the causal history 
all the same: the availability of petrol, the birth of the driver’s paternal 
grandmother, the building of the fatal road, the position and velocity of the 
car a split second before the impact. 

Lewis, D. 1986: Philosophical Papers, Volume II. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Including Postscripts. pp. 
215–216.

Lewis



Menzies Example 1: Lung Cancer

A person develops lung cancer as a result of years of 
smoking. It is true that if he had not smoked he 
would not have developed cancer. It is also true that 
he would not have developed lung cancer if he had 
not possessed lungs, or even if he had not been 
born. But it is absurd to think his possession of lungs 
or even his birth caused his lung cancer.

“Difference-making in Context.” in N. Hall, L. Paul, & J. Collins, Causation and 
Counterfactuals (pp. 139–180). Cambridge: MIT Press, 2004.



Menzies Example 4: Absence of Nerve Gas

I am writing this paper at my computer. If, however, there 
were nerve gas in the air, or I were attacked with 
flamethrowers, or struck by meteor shower, I would not be 
writing the paper. But it is counterintuitive to say that the 
absence of nerve gas, flamethrower attack, and meteor 
strike are causes of my writing the paper. 



Menzies on Difference Making

(7) Where C and E are distinct factors, C makes a 
difference to E if and only if every most similar C-
world is an E-world and every most similar ~C- 
world is a ~E-world. 

“Difference-making in Context.” in N. Hall, L. Paul, & J. 
Collins, Causation and Counterfactuals (pp. 139–180). 
Cambridge: MIT Press, 2004.



Context Dependence: The Presence of 
Oxygen

If a building is destroyed by fire, it may be true that the fire 
would not have taken hold but for the oxygen in the air, the 
presence of combustible material, and the dryness of the 
building. But these are mere conditions of the fire. On the 
other hand, if a fire breaks out in a laboratory or in a factory, 
where special precautions are taken to exclude oxygen 
during the experiment or manufacturing process, it would 
not be absurd to cite the presence of oxygen as a cause of 
the fire. In both situations it may be true that the fire would 
not have occurred if oxygen had not been present. (Modified 
from Hart and Honoré 1985: pp. 35-6)



A kind of system K

(8) A property F is extrinsic to a set of objects if and only if 
necessarily, one of its members has F only if some contingent 
object wholly distinct from the set exists.

(9) A property F is intrinsic to a set of objects if and only if 
possibly, one of its members has F although no contingent 
object wholly distinct from the set exists.

(10) A kind of system K is a set of particular systems sharing 
the same intrinsic properties and relations (state variables) 
whose evolution over time conforms to certain laws.



Interfering Factor I

(11) A factor I is an interfering factor in the evolution of a 
system of kind K in conformity with the laws L if and only if:

 
(i) I instantiates an intrinsic property or relation in a 
particular system of kind K;

(ii) I is caused by some factor instantiating a property or 
relation extrinsic to the system of kind K; and 

(iii) the laws governing the causation of I by the extrinsic 
factor are distinct from the laws L.



A Model <K, L>

(12) A model <K, L> of an actual system of kind K generates a 
sphere of normal worlds that consists of all and only worlds w 
such that:

(i) w contains a counterpart to the actual system and this 
counterpart has exactly the same K-determining intrinsic 
properties and relations as the actual system at time to;

(ii) w does not contain any interfering factors (with respect 
to the kind K and laws L) during the interval [to—tn];

(iii) w evolves in accordance with the laws L during the 
interval [to—tn];



Closest World Analyses

Strong Centering: The actual world is the only closest world to 
itself.

Weak Centering: The actual world is among the closest worlds.

No Centering: The actual world may not be among the closest 
worlds.



Similarity

(13) Let {S0,..., Sn} be an ordered set of spheres of worlds. This set 
is centered on the sphere of normal worlds S0 (=FM) if and only S0 
is included in every other sphere. The set is nested if and only for 
any spheres Si and Sj in the set, either Si is included in Sj or Sj is 
included in Si.

@ - actual world

For a set of worlds w there is a 
conjunctive proposition FM true of w 
and only w, which specifies a field of 
normal conditions (laws and initial 
conditions)



Similarity

(15) The most similar C-worlds 
generated by a model M are the C-
worlds that belong to the smallest C-
permitting sphere in the ordering of 
spheres governed by the Weightings 
Principle.

(14) Weightings of Similarity Principle: In determining the respects 
of similarity to the normal worlds generated by a model M, it is of 
first importance to preserve the initial conditions and the laws of 
the relevant kind of system; and it is of second importance to 
preserve the absence of interfering factors.



Difference-making

(16) C makes a difference to E in an actual situation relative to 
the model M of the situation if and only if every most similar C-
world generated by the model is a E-world and every most 
similar ~C-world generated by the model is a ~E-world.

(17) C makes a difference to E in an actual situation relative to 
the model M if and only if 

C !→M E 

and 

~C !→M ~E.



C !→M E and ~C !→M ~E


